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A family tradition
The family firm of Ivanhoe was founded in 1946 in Gällstad, a district known as Sweden’s own knitting centre, where
the traditions and pioneering spirit of fine garment making still live on. Ivanhoe manufactures and sells clothes for
active people and several generations of experience and competence enable us to continuously develop both
base and functional garments.
The company was founded by Martin Göthager, and has since the 80’s been run by his three sons. Today the third
generation - Anders, Anna and Karin - are the ones taking the business forward, with pride and high hopes for
the future.

Martin Göthager - founded the company in 1946

Karin Sjögren, Anders Göthager & Anna Göthager - third generation

This picture was taken in 1960, and still today
we have our own production facility in Gällstad
where approximately 90% of all knitting takes
place. We also have our design- and sample
department, embroidery service and a small
sewing deparment here.

Additional production takes place in partner factories around Europe. Having production in Sweden and Europe
gives us control, flexibility, shorter lead times and shorter transportations. We can act and react quickly and can
adjust production to demand and easily develop new products in season.
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We love wool and our collections are built around this magnificent material. We offer garments made
of pure wool, but we also incorporate new blends, treatments and modern knitting and weaving techniques.
HIGH TECH WOOL
Our threelayer wool quilt is recently develop and something really extra, where we combine our boiled
wool quality with wool padding from Lavalan and a high brethable windbreaker fabric supplied by
Swedish based company FOV.
PULSAR SHORT SKIRT WB
1100447

Reversable windbreaker skirt in our
unique 3-layer wool quilt, with boiled
wool on one side, padding in 100%
wool, weight 60g and high functional
windbreaker fabric on the other side. Skirt
is equipped with zippers in both sides and
you therefore easily can choose which side
to be worn as outside. Woven fabric is
supplied by the Swedish company FOV in
Borås and is developed for activewear and
cerfitifed with the Öko-Tex standard 100.
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Reversable skirt in our unique 3-layer wool quilt. Choose if you want to
wear woven or knitted side out - same function, different looks!
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URBAN OUTDOOR
In 1946 when the company was founded the name was Gällstads Ylle, and focus was on knitted
fashion for women. When entering the sports business this focus changed to a sporty and functional
design. A few years ago we took some of the favourites back from the old days and updated with the
materials and techniques of today, and so the GY Collection was born.
Today when fashion is more and more influenced by outdoor this is the perfect range!

GY SLUMSVIK
2100459

Trendy overshirt in our 350g boiled
wool quality knitted in 60% Sport
Loden yarn/40% TENCEL®. Buttoning
at front with woven band in black along
button placket. Small Ivanhoe badge
attached on left chest pocket.

GY AXELTORP
1100477

Female duffel coat in our heavy 600g boiled
wool quality knitted in 100% Sport Loden yarn.
Duffel has finger top length, two generous side
pockets, zipped inner pocket and three wooden
toggles at front. Moulded 2-way zip is covered
by the rough front welt and Ivanhoe badge is
to be found on left side pocket. Length, top of
shoulder, size 38=80cm
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NORDIC TRADITION
Our heritage is important and also the scandinavian expression and nordic tradition.

ELSIE ACCESSORIES
(HAT, WRISTBAND AND SCARF)
Soft lambswool in 80% lambswool/20% polyamide.
Beautiful and very typical Scandinavian pattern
comes in hat, wristband and scarf.
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IVANHOE JUNIOR
Of course the juniors should be able to wear the best there is - wool.
We carry a junior collection that runs from 90-140cl.

JUNIOR BLOCK
3100019

Hooded jacket in our 450g
boiled wool quality knitted in
100% Sport Loden yarn. Fabric
is plated and we use both sides to
get colour effect. Moulded zip at
front, drawstring down at body
and around hood and reflex at
back. Soft merino cuffs down
at arms and embroidery on left
chest. Sizing: 90-140.
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Our layer one programme in 100% extra fine merino wool, "Underwool", carries some timeless classics,
but is also expanded and enriched with a number of expressive prints. All merino wool used in our
"Underwool" line is 100% M U L E S I N G F R E E . We also have developed a high functional fabric in
Wool/TENCEL that is to be found within the range.
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A diffuse map of the world is printed on this t-shirt in
100% extra fine merino wool, micron count 18,5. Available in 5 different colours, all with print in colour petrol.
Embroidery on upper left arm.

Wool enables you to keep a warm, comfortable and constant body
temperature, which is important for maximum performance.
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Hiking, sailing, walking the dog, playing golf, skiing, working, out travelling.....
For every occation WOOL is the perfect material to wear.
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HIGH QUALITY EMBROIDERY

We offer high quality on embroidery service both for club logoing and company branding. Our Classic line is especially suitable
for this since our own branding is very tasteful and descreet on these garments. Ivanhoe classic contains carry over styles, so it is
always easy to make additional orders and get the same exact models.
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WOOL used to be something your grandma would use to knit your Christmas jumper
with, but is now becoming one of the trendiest eco-friendly textiles on the market. We work
almost completely with wool in our collections. WOOL is a renewable and natural material, which makes it one of our most sustainable material resources in the world.
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Love wool!
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ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY
We work almost completely with wool in our collections. Wool is a renewable and natural material, which makes it one of our most sustainable material resources in the world.
Our own production and manufacturing partners in Europe imply a high degree of flexibility,
where we can produce by order without speculating and risking overproduction. Instead of
speculating and producing too much with large stocks and left-over production, our short
lead times and our flexible production enable us to launch more production rounds.
Having production in Sweden and Europe also means shorter distances with shorter shipments and transports, and thus also a minor environmental impact when it comes to exhaust
gases and emissions.
We manufacture and sell long lasting clothing with a timeless design all in high quality materials.

Second to oil, fashion and textiles is the most polluting
industry in the world. It can take more than 29,000 litres
of water to produce 1kg of cotton, equivalent to a single
t-shirt and pair of jeans. 1,5-7kg chemicals are used in
the process of manufacturing 1 kg of cotton fabric. (Miljomarkningar.se, 8 mars 2013) Compare this to wool,
where it only takes 44 litres of water to produce 1 kg
(Schoeller GmbH, 13 april 2017)

IVANHOE

We take left over fabric and make
patchwork blankets, normal size and
junior size perfect for the stroller.
Every blanket is unique and composed
out of the colours and patterns that are
left over at a specific time.
Together with an italian spinner we
are also investigating how we can
make yarn from left over wool material and just recently received some test
cones back which we are running tests
on now.
In the future we also plan to make a
sustainable home collection built apon
left over materials and yarn.

WOOL
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SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL
WOOL is one of our most sustainable material resources in the world. The function and comfort naturally
found in wool is impossible to create or find in any man made material of today. We try to work solely in
wool or mix it with other natural materials.
Our unique boiled wool quality is the quality that dominates our collections. The yarn is called Sport
Loden and is supplied by Shoeller. It is a durable, comfortable and high functional. We buy approx. 30
tons of Sport Loden annualy.
We use
SPORT LODEN WOOL
100% wool in our boiled wool garments.
A Blue Sign certified yarn
supplied by
Schoeller - the spinning group
Weight varies from 425-460g/m2.
Summer quality approx. 350g/m2.

Wool and TENCEL® is a perfect match and both fibers have outstanding properties and complement
each other:
		
		
		

• Wool blends with Tencel® provide even better moisture transport
• Boiled Sport Loden garment with Tencel® on the inside feels softer against the skin.
• Tencel® closest to body also gives a cooler and more summery feeling.

TENCEL® branded lyocell fibers from the house of Lenzing. They are of botanic origin, since they
are extracted from the raw material wood. Fiber production itself is extremely ecofriendly, due to the
closed loop system. Textiles of TENCEL® fibers are more absorbent than cotton, softer than silk and
cooler than linen. (www.lenzing-fibers.com)
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CONTACT INFORMATION:
CEO - Anders Göthager, anders.gothager@ivanhoe.se, +46 (0)702034775
MARKETING/DESIGN - Anna Göthager, anna.gothager@ivanhoe.se, +46 (0)704266185

facebook.com/ivanhoeofsweden
instagram.com/ivanhoeofsweden
ivanhoeofsweden

Trikågatan 2, 523 60 Gällstad
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